Sam & Margaret

Respond to questions 1 - 4 using slides #2 - 6 of the PowerPoint presentation.

1. How did Sam & Margaret meet?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

2. Where were they married?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

3. What wedding gift was Margaret given by her mother, Nancy Lea?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

4. Houston gave a toast at a wedding dinner reception. What were the five wishes that he made in his toast for the future of Texas? The first one is done for you, complete the other four.

a. I drink to the long and vigorous life of the Republic of Texas

b. To the wisdom of her __________________________.

c. To the success of all __________________________.

d. To the happiness __________________________.

e. To the beauty __________________________.
5. When did the Houston travel to Texas? How did they get here? (slide 7)

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

6. Describe Margaret’s first view of Houston City and the Republic of Texas (slide 7).

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

7. When was Houston elected for the Presidency of the Republic of Texas? Who was elected as vice-president? Who did they defeat? By what margin did they win? (slide 12)

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________